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""09/28/2023,  Venice  Police  Officers  were  dispatched  to

enice)  in reference  to a report  of domestic  battery.  Officers  contacted  _ hereinafier
to as the victim. While  on scene,  the victim  displayed  a sweiling  in her lefi  eye and  lower/outer

a socket. VPD  officers  observed  that  the swelling  on the victim'  s face  displayed  signs  of purpura
 appeared  to be from  resuft  of blunt  force.

a tlie  investigation,  the victim  identified  Zane  Stratton  (hereinafter  referred  to as the de!endant)  as

individual  responsibie  for her  injury. The victim  stated  during  the incident,  the defendant  was "

a their  dog, " Prince" , in efforts  to get  the K9 to stop barking.  The victim  explained  that  "

ance" a mixed  breed  puppy  who  has been  exhibiting  puppy  behavior  by being rowdy,  barking,  and

rinating  on the  floor. Based  on the victim' s testimony,  this puppy' s behavior  angered  the defendant

' him to grab  " Pririce'  and forcing  the K9'  s face  into the floor. The victim  further  described

the defendant  used both hands  to grab  the back  of " Princes"  neck  using  his index,  ring,  middle,

little finger  ro choke  " Prince"  .

witnessing  the act, the victim  attempted  to intervene,  which  iead to the battery.  The victim
the defendant  began  to turn his aggression  to her, subsequently  attacking  her. During  the

the victim  stated  that  the defendant  struck  her  with  a closed  fist and grabbed  her  several  times
on her  legs and back. Note,  VPD  officers  observed  red marks  (documented  by digital  photos)  on her
left  leg, just  outside  her  knee  and marks  on the lower  portion  of her back,  which  appear  to corroborate
the victims  claims  of the batteiy.

During  the investigation,  the victim  displayed  fearful  emotions  of crying  and a general  appearance  of
being  fearful. During  the initial  law  enforcement  investigation,  the victim  began  to make  assertions  of a
reguiar  pattern  of domestic  violence,  sexual  batteries/assaufts,  and observaUons  of  aggravated  animal
sruelty  from the  defendant.  Based  on the injuries,  the  victim  was  referred  to seek  medical  treatment  '
and )ater was  re-interviewed  during  a recorded  sworn  testimony  on the a)leged  a(legations.

JPD  officers  conducted  an additiona)  recorded  interview  with  the victim. During  the interview,  the victim
:yrovided  details  into numerous  occasions  of  sexual  battery,  domestic  violence,  and aggravated  animal

;ruelty.  The  victim  asserted  the " night  before"  (09/27/2023)  she returned  home  from  work. The
zictim  stated  she showered  and then got into bed where  the defendant  was  also  resting.  While  in bed,
:he victim asserted  that  the defendant  threaten  by means  of retaliation  of physical  vioience/death  in
>fforts to receive  orai intercourse  from the victim.
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victim stated due to their violent relationship and fear that he would harm her, she performed  oral
intercourse on the victim, which was against her will. Additionally,  the victim asserted  that this

of behavior was common for the defendant  to threaten her by means violence in effort for  the
toconducttheactoffellatiotohim,  Moreover,thevictimassertedthattheactoffellatio

(d commonly  (ead to penile and vaginal intercourse,  which the defendant  would  ejaculate.

victim asserted that all incidents of this force sexual battery were due to fear and intimidation  by the
t. The victim stated that the defendant  would either threaten the victim himself  or threaten to

ang acquaintances  to cause harm to the victim. The victim stated that the defendant and  her  were
activity and did have sexual intercourse  during their dating refationship, however, the most
acts of sexuaf intercourse  were not of her fraee will  and she felt obligated due to the treats of

' violence and retaliation. The victim could not give a precise number of incidents of  sexual
, but asserted that it was  a regular  event.

addition to the numerous incidents of sexual batteries, t!"ie victim would provide detail testimony
acts of domestic  aggravated assault  with a deadly weapon. The  victim asserted  that on

20th, 2023, she returned to her residence  during a break-period  from her job. The victim
that the defendant  claimed that she had a " bad attitude"  and needed to fix it. The victim
the defendant  became enraged and armed himself  with a fixed blade butterknife. The victim

asserted that the defendant  held the fixed blade butterknife to her stomach causing pressure and
stating " If you give me any more attitude I will kill you" . The victim stated that the action of the
defendant  caused Tear (or her !ife, and she complied to his demands. The victim continued to state that
she stayed at the residence  until her break-period  was over and returned to work, The victim described
to investigators  that this incident  occurred in their residence near  the kitchen.

Moreover, the victim would continue to describe  to investigators  a pattern of domestic violence  that has
::ontinued for an undetermined  period of time. The victim stated that the defendant  would use what can
:ie described as wire cutter  type pilers.  The victim asserted that the defendant  held the tool to the
;ternocfeidomastoid  region of the victim' s neck. The defendant  stated that this aggravated assault
uith a deadly weapon was essential a method used by the defendant  to strike fear and intimidation  into
ter.
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, this investigation  is active and will require additional interviews to pinpoint an exact time frame of
pattern of domestic  violence and sexual battery incidents. At this time, the victim was only able  to

09/27/2023 and 09/20/2023 as dates of criminal conduct  by the defendant  but asserted that she
suffered through an extended period of domestic  violence  and sexual  battery.

 'ng the interviews, the defendant  appeared emotional, crying, and showing fear. The defendant
that she didn' t request taw enforcement  assistance earlier in the relationship due to the

endant' s intimidation  and physical abuse. A written affidavit  was collected by law enforcement

the defendant' s mother  recognizing the knowledge of the above assertation of on-going pattern
domestic violence, but not to the extent. The victim' s mother  stated that she knew oflncidents  of

viotence, which were shared by her daughter  but vias under the belief that the defendant  was
' attempting to correct his pattern of behavior  through financial support. Note, the victim and

did live together  in the apanment,  with the defendant  providing payment  for the lease in the
' a of their residency, but not providing anymore financiat support  affer the initial payment.

rthermore, the victim would provide testimony  that the defendant  would regularly  display a pattern of

- cruelty towards their puppy K9 ' Prince" . The victim stated that " Prince"  is exhibiting puppy

' by barking, being rowdy, and at times urinating in the apartment. The victim stated that this
puppy behavior  would regularly  enrage the defendant  causing him to inflict intentional and unnecessary

harm to " Prince" , In the 2,5 weeks of ownership,  the victim asserts that she has witnessed
approximateiy  fifty (50) incidents where the defendant  repeatedly  inflicted unnecessary  pain or suffering

to " Prince" , for no other reason than responding  to " Princes"  puppy behavior. Note, the time faw

enforcement  was present in the victim' s apartment,  " Prince"  appeared to coward and act scarred to
officers. No visible injuries  were  observed on " Prince" , but his  fearful  demeanor  appears  to

:orroborate  the victim' s claims of aggravated animal cruetty.

nvestigators  attempted  to contact the defendant  by the telephone  number provided by the victim.
)uring  attempts, law enforcement  made contact  with a female  who  identified herself  as "  ' , "

" would claim to investigators  that the defendant  was not associated  with her or the telephone
iumber. It was shortly affer fearned from victim testimony, that she believed that the defendant  fled  tlie
area with a femafe friend named  "  " .
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The victim couldn'  t provide  specifics  about "  ' and only knew her as a friend  of the  " "
defendant.  Note, the victim was able to provide text message  communication(s)  from the provided
telephone  that displayed  text messages  communication  that appear  to be from the defendant/  or

someone  knowing  details  about  the incident. Law enforcement  believes  unknown  female  " "
and the defendant  are evading  efforts  to conduct  an interview/apprehension.  Additional  efforts  were
made  to contact  the given telephone  number  for the defendant,  but the owner  of the telephone  has
blocked  any attempts.

Venice  Police Officers  responded  to a report  of domesUc battery. Officers  met with the victim and
determined  that an act of battery  (domestic)  occurred. During the investigation,  based on witness
statements/testimony  it was leamed  that the victim has suffered  from an extended  period of domestic

violence/sexuat  battery, From the victim' s testimony  law enforcement  has established  two dates as
stated above when the acts of aggravated  assault  with a deadly  weapon  (domestic)  and sexuat battery

(domestic)  have occurred, Furthermore,  with witness  testimony  and officer'  s observations,  it is

believed  that the victim/defendant'  s K9 was subjected  to a repeated  pattem  of unnecessary  pain and
suffering  by the defendant,  Law enforcement  will continue  its efforts  with forensic  examinations,
interviews,  and the examination  of other  forms of evidence  to determine  a collective  date of the
above-mentioned  statements.

Based  on the aforementioned  facts, Affiant  has probable  cause to believe  that the defendant,  Zane
Anjel  Stratton  committed  the following  criminal  act(s)  in violation  of FSS; FSS 794.011(4)  (b) sexual

battery (domestic), FSS 784.02ii)b)  aggravated assault with a deadly  weapon  (domestic), FSS 828.12
(2) aggravated  animal  cruelty, and FSS 78A.03 (lal),  domestic  as define in FSS 741,28. This incident
occurred  in tiie City of Venice,  Sarasota,  FL.
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